JACQUELINE MILLER
ASSISTANT EDITOR

CONTACT
Phone
+01 352 586 9419
Email

jacquelinemillerﬁlms@gmail.com

Portfolio
jacquelinemillerﬁlms.com
Location
Los Angeles, CA

EXPERIENCE
NETFLIX | ASSISTANT EDITOR | Los Angeles, CA
-

Mar ʻ19 - July ʻ19

Conformed proxies and created on/off-service deliverables
Created cut-downs of main trailers
Managed and organized AV and localization assets for streaming pipeline
Interleaved audio assets and created music cue sheets
Color assisted for trailers, prepped titles into multicam sequences

HECHO STUDIOS | ASSISTANT EDITOR | Los Angeles, CA

Jan ʻ19 - Feb ʼ19

- Imported, transcoded, selected, and organized media
- Worked alongside producers, editors, and clients to execute creative visions within tight
deadlines
- Edited, pulled selects, and managed large amounts of data for branded projects for clients
such as: Google, NFL, Truth, and Tradeshift

ABOUT
72andSUNNY | RESIDENT FILMMAKER | Los Angeles, CA
Jacqueline Miller is a
professional assistant editor
with ﬁnishing skills located in
Los Angeles, CA. Besides
possessing a deep rooted
passion for creative collaboration, she is also experienced in a wide variety of
non-linear editing systems
and color software. She is
primarily focused on storytelling through narrative
feature ﬁlms as well as
shorts, commercials, music
videos, and documentaries.

EDUCATION
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
B.S. in Communication
Digital Media Production
Magna Cum Laude
2014 - 2017
Minor
English Literature
LANGUAGES:
English (Native)
Spanish (Advanced)
CERTIFICATION:
Color Grading Masterclass:
Da Vinci Resolve 16

Sept ʻ18 - Jan ʻ19

- Directed, shot, and edited a documentary covering the family separation crisis at the
US-Mexico border
- Coordinated with a large team of creatives from different disciplines to edit promotional
content and install art installations throughout LA

TOMORROW PICTURES | EDITOR | Atlanta, GA

May ʻ18 - Aug ʻ18

- Managed commercial workﬂows from production to ﬁnishing
- Worked as the lead editor for commercials and branded content
- Incorporated skills in Premiere created GFX and animation for major clients

INTERRUPCION | FILMMAKER | Buenos Aires, Argentina

May ʼ17 - Jan ʻ18

- Worked with communication team to redesign and rebrand an international company
- Created and programmed an interactive, responsive website in addition to writing,
ﬁlming, and editing web content
- Proposed a new business line of direct marketing to consumers and helped to implement
it to increase company revenue

FSU FOOTBALL | FILM ASSOCIATE | Tallahasse, FL
-

Aug ʻ16 - Apr ʻ17

Filmed and produced live events and sports broadcasts for ESPN.
Worked directly with team to ﬁlm games and practices
Imported, cataloged, and edited footage into packages
Managed data for collaborative editing

SKILLS
NLE SYSTEMS

ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE FLUENT

EDITING

AE - 2D & 3D ANIMATION

DATA MANAGEMENT

CONFORMING & TITLE PREPPING

AVID EXPERIENCE

DA VINCI RESOLVE 16

